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ABSTRACT
This manuscript introduces the scheme and progress of HITCSC Team
for the International Aerial Robotics Competition in 2017. To present
our scheme, we mainly depict the physical configuration and the
guidance, control and navigation approach. To improve the ability of
obstacle avoidance, a combination perception system of camera and
lidar is used. Motion estimation technique and deep network based
detection model are made use of to sense the status of the aerial robot
and the environment around. A hierarchical control block is applied and
random planning algorithm is used to solve the guidance and interaction
problem. In final, the latest progress is illustrated.
INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
Mission 7 of the International Aerial Robotics Competition, requires a highly intelligent
aircraft to drive autonomous robots towards a specific side of the confined indoor
square arena [1]. Under the circumstance of a GPS-denied indoor arena with obstacles
moving around, the aircraft are required to do accurate interaction with robots to herd
them out of the arena from the green line, by collision or top touching with the robots.
The aircraft is required to do the policy decision, path planning and motion control
independently and have no communication with the exterior.
Conceptual Solution
The goal of this competition is to do precise interactions with ground target under the
dynamic environment, which requires great sensing and acting ability. To accomplish
this task, precise perception of the aerial robot’s status and the other mobile robots’
status is essential. Cameras and lidar are the first choice to sense the circumstance and
recover the motion of robots. Another key problem is how to make policy and plan the
flying path. Due to the uncertainty of the whole system, local window planning
approach is used. To keep system robust and adaptive to the unpredicted factors, real
time feedback scheme is our choice.
Yearly Milestone
This is the third year for HITCSC Team to take part in the International Aerial Robotics
Competition. This year, a new design is proposed and validated. To solve the threats of
obstacles, a combination perception system of camera and lidar is applied. A new
physical structure is designed to interact with robots in any direction. The decisionplanning-control framework is modified to improve the efficiency of system.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The hardware structure of the aerial robot is as shown in Figure 1. M100 is chosen as
the aerial platform, which can provide enough load capacity. Next Unit Computer
provides huge computing power to support the image processing cost and computing
consuming of planning algorithm. Except for the built-in Inertial Measurement Unit,
the platform is equipped with cameras and lidar, which provide the sensing information
of the environment.

Figure 1. Physical mechanism of aerial system

Sensors Configuration
Cameras
Cameras provide rich information of the environment, which can be used to sense the
variation of the environment and estimate the ego motion. A stereo camera and two
mono cameras are installed in the platform to scan the mobile robots and estimate the
motion of the aerial robot. The resolution is 320×240 and 640×480 respectively, which
can provide rich texture information for the information center. To balance the speed
and computing power, the frame rate is set at 20Hz.
RPlidar
Compared with cameras, lidar is more reliable and the visual field is not affected by the
flying height of aerial robot. Facing the drawback of cameras, RPLiDAR designed by
SLAM Tech is chosen to fuse with the measurement of cameras. RPLiDAR is mounted
on the top of the quadrotor, and is used to detect the obstacle robot. The angular
resolution of RPLiDAR is 0.9 degree and the scan frequency is from 7.5Hz to 12.5Hz.
To reject the disturbance of noise, two algorithms are implemented. The first algorithm
is to cluster a set of points which satisfy the minimum principle. And the cluster with
not enough measurements is eliminated. The second algorithm will solve the false
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detection problem. Only the candidate detected in a local time window continuously is
considered as a true obstacle.
Power Management System
We choose a 5700mAh LiPo battery to support all the electric cost of aerial vehicle
system. The power management board supervises the status of battery and distributes
power for the four ESCs. If any failure happens, the power management system alarms.
Further, a voltage regulator is used to provide power for the low power equipment.
Security Measures
Automatic obstacle avoidance ability and safety configurations are essential for air
vehicles. The safety button, cutting off the power in an emergency, is installed to protect
people. A low-mass airframe is designed to avoid hurting people or damaging the device.
Except for the passive methods, a sub-system of automatic obstacle avoidance is
applied to sense and avoid threats actively.
ALGORITHM DESIGN
Robotics Planning and Control
Path Planning Algorithm
A RRT based planning algorithm is used in our program to achieve the goal of
interacting with target while avoiding obstacles. First, build a local occupancy map
which includes the target, obstacle and quadrotor. In the local map, a modified RRT
method is used to generate a collision-free path. Different from the traditional RRT
algorithm, the algorithm restricts the random point between quadrotor and target.
Second, do the trajectory optimization to make the path smooth so that the path is
suitable for quadrotor.

Figure 2. Simulation of RRT planning algorithm

Motion Control Algorithm
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N1 autopilot has excellent performance for attitude control. Based on the attitude
control of N1, we adopt double close loops structure to control the position and velocity
of aircraft, and the hierarchical structure of the control system is as shown in Figure 3.
The controller was designed according to the PID law because of the uncertainty.
Through tuning the parameters of PID controller, we can make the system stable and
satisfy our demands.

Figure 3. Control block diagram of aerial system

Robots Detection
Deep Learning Model
The most commonly used target detection networks, like Fast R-CNN [8], Faster RCNN [9] and YOLO, mostly take the whole image as input. After providing plenty of
regions of interest (ROI), it uses bounding box regression to correct the ROI. Target
tracking networks, like MDNet [10], FCNT and SO-DLT, make it possible to track
specific target. But these networks’ structures are usually very complicated. The UAV’s
flight height and attitude can change very rapidly, causing that the scale and angle of
the targets keep changing in the visual field of UAV. It can easily take some parts of
image, which don’t belong to the target, into the target ROI, making it harder for
followed processing. Besides, the targets might frequently move in and out of the
UAV’s vision, causing trouble to target-tracking networks. So we consider the fully
convolutional network that is more commonly chosen for semantic segmentation.
The fully convolutional network uses convolution layers to replace the fully connected
layers and deconvolutes the former feature maps. Eventually the size of the output is
same to the input image. This network can classify the picture pixel by pixel
theoretically, making it easy for followed processing. The fully convolutional network
can also take any size of the picture as input, so the trained network can still be useful
if some other changes are made to the project. But in practical circumstances, this
network structure also has some flaws as follows:
1) It needs a large number of feature maps if we need the network to finish the
classification directly, which can be very stressful to CPU, making it impossible to
control the UAV in real time. Furthermore, the network cannot tell the ground robot
from the white boundary.
2) If we want to make multi-target classification, we need to classify the ground robot,
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the red T-board, the green T-board and the obstacle’s white cylinder. This will take
much more time for the network to process and this network couldn’t generate good
outcomes if there are not enough feature maps.
As the fully convolutional network has these flaws, we decide to take the multi-target
classification as a binary classification and build our network’s structure as the Figure
4. The network will pool the input image firstly to reduce the size and number of feature
maps we need in the followed steps. We add a filter layer after passing through
network’s softmax layer to clear the interferences of the boundary. We make connected
domain judgment and use color classification to classify the target and the obstacle.

Figure 4. The fully convolutional network flowchart

Position and Direction Calculation
Traditional image processing algorithm can distinguish obstacles and objects. The
algorithm calculates their position and moving direction in real time as the regions of
interest are given by neural network accurately.

Figure 5. Follow-up process flowchart

With color classification in HSV color space, we can determine if the substance is an
obstacle, a red target or a green target. To extract stable contours of objects, we use
Gauss Filter to blur the image. Two-dimension Gauss Function is defined as
,
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Two-dimension position information in the image is obtained by calculating minimum
circumscribed rectangle of the contour. Comparing the total pixel value of the area
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around the vertexes, we get the two-dimension moving direction vector. After
coordinate transformation, we can obtain the position and moving direction in the real
scene. As for the ROI with obstacle within, to make sure that the UAV can fly safely,
we consider the center of region as the position of obstacle. When the object in the
camera view is intact, we can get the accurate position and moving direction.
Neural Network Training
As the fully convolutional network can classify an image pixel by pixel and its structure
is relatively simple, it only needs a small amount of training data. The most important
problem of training is to balance the percentage of different kind of targets and obstacles
with different flying height and angle. The real-time running network will be unstable
when it faces some specific circumstances if the training data doesn’t include every
situation the UAV can face in the competition. Our training data includes 400 images
with all the circumstances balanced. The labeled images are same as Figure 6.

Figure 6. Example of training data

We set the batch size as 100 images a time, and the learning rate is fixed. After training
2200 epochs, the loss stopped to descend.

Figure 7. Training loss curve

Navigation
To finish mission 7, the air vehicle should have the ability of localization under GPSdenied area. In this particular environment with no distinct markers, traditional methods
only by artificial landmarks observation don’t work. Under this circumstance, a
navigation algorithm is proposed by recovering motion from optical flow and localizing
by observing artificial landmarks. The algorithm flow is as follows:
1) Estimate the camera’s approximate location according to optical flow
2) Extract the grid through Hough Transform Algorithm
3) Estimate the location of grid based on the estimated location of the aerial robot
4) Align the estimated grid with the grid map and solve the location of the aerial robot
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Figure 4. Grid extration result

CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the approaches and the aircraft’s architecture for mission 7 of
IARC. Up to now, the configuration of the aircraft was finished and validated. The
sensing system has been applied successfully, and only the localization scheme needs
to be redesigned to adapt to low altitude flight. The planning and control algorithm is
proved to be feasible but lacks the ability of interacting with robots when disturbed by
obstacles. In the following days, we will focus on the navigation and planning
algorithms, to improve the ability of policy-decision and interaction.
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